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Composites are the
pathway to the Auckland Harbour Bridge
solution. But help will
needed industry wide
across New Zealand.
SITE VISIT—
Composite Helicopters
Dec 4.
Meet our new president
Susan Lake . . . She has a
vision to steer the New
Zealand composites
industry towards a future
beyond our proven marine
platforms known around the
world.
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level participation in contracts such as the Auckland Harbour Bridge model (see Page 2) is priceless,” he said.
“It will mean national and international sharing
of contracts which will drive our industry forward
over the next 20 years.”
He said those who did not attend the two-day
event missed an valuable opportunity to not just
learn about industry developments, but also the
chance for potential extra business.
The conference was an industry encyclopaedia
showcasing architectural breakthroughs using
N ENGINEERING terms, composites offer
composites and exciting aviation presentations
the world the most exciting opportunities in from the world’s
building, aerospace, transport and in the
first frameless
recreation industry. And an action-packed
helicopter built of
and speaker-rich CANZ conference at Waipuna, carbon and kevlar
Auckland, last month proved it, industry attendee in a monocoque
Simon Robb from Timaru says.
fashion (pictured),
Mr Robb, newly appointed to the executive of
to an overview of
the Composites Association of New Zealand, said
the conference provided a goldmine of business the carbon-fibre
Boeing 787 and
contacts, business ideas and importantly the
opportunity to network with those in the industry. Airbus A350 (see
also Airbus P3).
“The value of being able to understand what
For the same
each can offer the other when it comes to multi-
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SIMON ROBB

CANZ and the
team at Flexi
congratulate
Santa on his new
carbon-fibre
sleigh and wish
all members and
their families a
safe and happy
festive
season.

Flexi Magazine is our new regular
publication serving CANZ members,
their clients and customers, and the
industry as a whole.
As we go forward, we will bring
you industry news and developments, look at our key people in profiles, bring you members’ latest
achievements and keep you up to
date with conferences and meetings
of value to your organisation.

The co-operation of
the wider New Zealand composite industry will be needed if
an exciting and revolutionary composites
engineering project
to provide a cycle and
walkway across Auckland Harbour Bridge
is to become a reality.
The project, named SkyPath, was conceived to
provide a shared walking and cycling path on the
city side of the Auckland Harbour Bridge‘s eastern steel box girder.
The Bridge has not provided walking or cycling
access since it was built in 1959. The two box
girders “clip on lanes” were added in 1969 in
order to provide additional traffic capacity. Over
the past decades the two box girders have been
the object of significant structural issues and
strengthening works. Until the SkyPath solution,
it had been deemed technically impossible to
provide walking and cycling access without having to restrict traffic.
Consequently, one of the significant issues associated with the original steel SkyPath proposal
was the further strengthening works required to

reasons that have seen
them dominate in the marine and wind energy sectors, advanced composite
materials have proven
themselves invaluable in a
number of civil construction and industrial applications. Conference speakers illustrated the potential benefits of advanced
composite construction in
these two sectors.
Mr Robb noted the
growing membership of
CANZ and he welcomed
new and returning members.
“The organisation really
is a sum of the parts.
There is so much to be
learned from each other
and I know our new president Susan Lake will be
looking to build on the
networking potential membership of CANZ can offer,” he said.
“We are also excited
about Susan’s keenness
for site visits every month.”

Gurit Engineered Structures and
Core Builders Composites have worked closely
together to provide the Auckland Harbour Bridge
Trust, Airey Consultants and Copeland Associates a potential solution (above) utilising all the
benefits of composite construction.

Composites pathway to
Auckland Bridge solution
the box girders. Another was the on-going maintenance required for a steel structure in the
marine environment.
As those in the composites, industry would be
well aware, when a stiffness-critical structure
requires reduced weight and low maintenance,
composite structures have a distinct advantage.
Gurit Engineered Structures and Core Builders
Composites have worked closely together to
provide the Auckland Harbour Bridge Trust, Airey
Consultants and Copeland Associates a potential
solution utilising all the benefits of composite
construction.
The proposal is now subject to approvals of the
Auckland City Council, Beca and the Resource
Consent process.

To give a sense of scale there would be:

• 74 x 13.7m long assemblies;
• Over 4000m2 of sandwich panel

decking;
• Almost 250 – 10lm sections of E-

glass and carbon-reinforced ribs;
• Potential weight saving of the walk
way = 235,000 kg.
For a project of this scale to be a success it will
require the co-operation of the wider NZ composite industry to make it a reality. This is especially critical when the proposed timeline would
be less than a year from start of tooling to final
section being attached to the bridge.

Composite dragon wings another bridge by Gurit
The composite wings are spreading
across new engineering opportunities
— literally.
On top of Gurit’s involvement with
Auckland Harbour Bridge’s SkyPath
concept comes another bridge challenge, this one with wings.
A new lifting bridge over Rhyl Harbour
in North Wales, serves as an additional
crossing for pedestrians and cyclists.
Spanning the River Clwyd from Rhyl’s
West Parade to a newly created public

area on the Kinmel Bay side of the river,
the elegantly opening lightweight bridge
named “Ponty Ddraig” has already become an iconic landmark attracting
visitors.
Hundreds watched the two lightweight composite decks – or dragon
wings – being lifted into place recently.
In response to a tender call from
Denbighshire County Council a design
proposal was developed consisting of
two mirroring, 30-metre long decks,

which are hinged on a central caisson
and lifted by cables running up to a
central mast. Almost 50 metres tall,
the mast is stabilised by a rigging similar to a sail boat’s and makes the
bridge and harbour visible from miles
around. The mast houses the pulley
mechanism and lifting cables. To balance the lift, the decks, engineered by
Gurit (UK) and built at AM Structures
using many Gurit materials, are lifted
simultaneously. Source Shape Magazine—Gurit.

Airbus saves 1.5
tonnes

WHAT: Composite Helicopters’
“Step up to production” site visit.
WHEN: 5pm to 6.30pm
December 4, 2013
WHERE: North Shore Airfield,
Gate 9, Postman Road, Dairy Flat

The factory that builds the world’s first all
carbon-Kevlar composite frameless helicopter (pictured above) will throw open its doors
on December 4 for a CANZ site visit.
Monthly site visits give CANZ members a
unique opportunity to learn what others in
their industry are doing and Composite Helicopters International will discuss design,
processes, procedures, construction techniques and laminate structures for the exciting KC518 frameless helicopter.
The gathering will be addressed by Peter
Maloney and his team, followed by a tour of
the facility, with explanations and questions.
There will then be a talk by the two University of Auckland CANZ Award prizewinners,
followed by a presentation of their certificates and prizes.
That will be followed by drinks and nibbles
and the chance to talk before departure.
The visit is to the plant that builds one of
the most exciting developments in aviation,
and shows the rapidly growing position being
occupied by composites in the field.
The shell of KC518 can be considered to
be “monocoque”. There is no frame around
which the helicopter is built. This design and
the construction technique creates a simple

and easy way to build a helicopter. The primary parts of KC518 are manufactured
using both infusion and RTM processes. The
helicopter fuselage is built from the “outsidein” with the starting point being the fuselage
shell. The fuselage must be assembled in a
specific order. All bulkheads, keel beams,
floor panels and sub-assembly parts are
inserted into the fuselage shell through the
cabin doors.
All internal parts of the basic helicopter
fuselage are trimmed to fit at specific locations. There are numerous datum references which dictate part location. Holding
fixtures are easily set up within the fuselage
for each part's temporary fixing during primary and secondary bonding.
There are ZERO riveting and ZERO bolted
joints in the fuselage construction. Riveted
anchor nuts are used to secure external
cowlings in place and the MRGB engine and
TRGB pressurized frames are bolted-in
structures. The flight control system, drive
train and rotor systems are similar to those
commonly in use on certified turbine helicopters.
Learn more by attending the site visit
where drinks and nibbles will be provided.

‘Opportunity to network with each other’
‘Site visits are an important part of keeping our members informed, and I’m
planning to work with the executive to conduct a series of these in the leadup to our next conference. Site visits provide opportunities for members to
find out what is going on in our industry and network with each other .’
— Susan Lake, President.

Arise nanocomposites — tiny . . .
Increased importance for
vehicle safety and weight
reduction has been the major driving factor for the
nanocomposite market
globally, a recent industry
global report says.
A significant increase in the application of
nanocomposites in building and construction
has also been one of the major factors contributing to growth of the nanocomposites
market.
A nanocomposite is a multiphase solid
material where one of the phases has one,
two or three dimensions of less than 100
nanometers (nm), or structures having nanoscale repeat distances between the different
phases that make up the material.
Nanocomposites are found in nature, for
example in the structure of the abalone
shell and bone. The use of nanoparticle-rich
materials long predates the understanding of
the physical and chemical nature of these
materials.

Combined with a high volume of consumption in electronics and semiconductors, the
market for nanocomposites has been showing increased product sales in the past few
years. High cost of certain products that are
necessary in certain end-user industries has
been one of the factors holding back the
market for nanocomposites.
The major end-user segments in the nanocomposites market are automotives, aviation,
electronics and semiconductors, energy,
building and construction, medical and
healthcare, plastics and packaging, military
and defence, consumer goods, environment
and water and others. Of these, electronics
and semiconductors are expected to show
the highest growth in the near future.

The Airbus A380 is the
first commercial aircraft to
incorporate as much as 25
per cent composites, with
its carbon-fibre reinforced
plastic composite centre
wing box saving up to 1.5
tonnes of weight. As a result, the double-deck jetliner
has a very low fuel burn of
less than 3 litres per passenger per 100 kilometres.
In-service experience has
shown a fuel consumption of
20 per cent less than its
nearest competitor.
The company also is working hand-in-hand with engine
manufacturers on low-noise
nacelle designs, acoustic
treatment and low engine
noise technologies. One
such innovation is the zerosplice inlet technology for
engine nacelles, which was
pursued to reduce fan noise.

Airbus of
the future

Source: http://www.airbus.com/innovation/
eco-efficiency/design/

Prizes but no cigar
A Feilding-based
composites company head says it’s
ironic that locallymade products win
awards, but no-one
seems to want to
buy them.
Steve Bond, owner of Fibreglass Developments said it was
ironic a project that the company worked on was a finalist in
the NZ Best Product Design
Awards, yet contracts were
awarded offshore.
His company worked on rail
projects since 2009 building
Trans-Scenic and Trans-Alpine
carriages. The project was
named a finalist in the awards.
Mr Bond is proud that the
KiwiRail work was recognised
and paid tribute to the people
involved.
He is critical, though, of local
authorities who let tenders for
the carriages with Asian companies.
“New Zealand was cut right
out.”
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Introducing Susan Lake our new president
stration of our manufacturing capabilities.”
The racing saw two
high-tech carbon fibre
racing yachts pushed to
the limits with the majority of both boats manufactured in New Zealand.
“That the racing was
decided on the water
without major structural
failure clearly demonstrates that New
Zealand remains a leader in composite manufacturing,” she said.
“However, while marine has been a
source of great growth, we have been
blind to other opportunities and are
now held hostage by the market contraction. The key to growth for composites manufacturers and suppliers
is to look beyond the marine industry.”
Formerly part of the High Modulus
team after moving to New Zealand in
SUSAN LAKE

A yacht designer and naval architect who holds a US degree in engineering and a Masters Degree in
Mechanical Engineering from University of Auckland has been elected
president of CANZ.
Susan Lake, perhaps better known
for her work with the Larry Ellisonowned Core Builders Composites and
the all-consuming technical challenge
that the 34th America’s Cup became,
has a vision that she hopes will steer
the New Zealand composites industry
towards a future beyond the proven
marine platforms known around the
world.
Susan says the composites industry
in New Zealand has become too
reliant on the marine Industry.
“We are world leaders and worldbeaters in manufacturing composite
super and racing yachts. The America’s Cup Final was a clear demon-

2001, Susan joined Core
where her strengths in
naval deign were in demand.
But she noticed over a
decade with High Modulus
that too often New Zealand lagged the world in
other areas.
“It is time to identify why
we lag in areas outside of
marine and create strategic opportunities to demonstrate the benefits of
composite solutions.
“The long-term vision is to establish
composites as a recognised option
for all projects in the wider industrial
and infrastructure sectors.
“My focus for the next year is to
promote the association and our
members’ capabilities by identifying
new opportunities for growth.
“I will work with the Executive to

hold regular members meetings,
promote the association and members in traditional civil and infrastructural applications, support Simon
Robb’s fantastic efforts with the Flexi
magazine, and work with Steve Bond,
Ken Holyoake, Duncan McMillan, and
others to get some common sense
around the EPA regulations. Through
the efforts of Greg Simons, the Executive will remain engaged and support
Chris van der Hor and the ITO during
this critical time of review to ensure
that the training of future composite
technicians stays relevant and provides us the basis for future growth.”
Susan took over from Bobbie
Mortensen who stepped down after
eight years at the helm of CANZ.
“While she will remain on the Executive, her steady hand and perseverance will remain a standard by which I
will be compared,” Susan said.
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A specially formulated non-hazardous and
highly efficient cleaner made from organic
sources that is worker safe and easy to use
has become an industry leader in solvent
replacement technology.
Surfasolve Cleaner is used to replace hazardous solvents and will exhibit a similar flashoff characteristic as acetone. However, it is
non-flammable, slower evaporating and does
not leave a residue. This is a true direct replacement for flammable solvents in most
cleaning applications.
Surfasolve Cleaner is very economical to
use when comparing its cost in use to solvents
such as acetone because it will only require a
small percentage to do the same amount of
work.
Surfasolve Cleaner is an excellent replacement for acetone in preparing and removing
contaminants on fibreglass surfaces for bonding.
Details about Surfasolve Cleaner can be
found at: www.21stcenturycomposites.com
but a website summary shows it quickly removes the following from hands: Dirt, paints,
oils, epoxy resin, polyester resin, adhesives, gel
coats, ink, dyes, stains, grease, tar, caulking,
urethanes, wood stains, and spray paint.
It can also be used for cleaning work surfaces, removing carpet stains, graffiti, overspray and for general clean-ups including
equipment and tools.
Surfasolve Cleaner does not re-deposit
materials and has excellent solvency for resin
systems. It will not harm gel-coated surfaces.
Surfasolve Cleaner features unsurpassed
economy; has very slow evaporation; helps to
eliminate hazardous waste; increases productivity and can outlast 10 drums of solvent
for cleaning.

Hand wipes
Along with the bio-cleaner are hand wipes.
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CANZ prize

Organic cleaner finds
industry niche
Specially formulated, these wipes will remove
anything from resins to dyes, paints to
grease. Not harmful in any way around eyes,
hair or sensitive skin, the hand wipes are an
economical way of cleaning not only hands but
tools and equipment in general. What makes
Surfasolve hand wipes different from other
products is due to the moisturisers in the
product that not only leave hands soft and
clean but also help prevent industrial dermatitis. Comes in a dispenser canister, 70 count.

Prep Wipes
Surfasolve Prep wipes are one of the most
versatile products available. Ideal for prepping
fibreglass for re-bonding, prepping for sealers,
cleaning fished gelcoat surfaces, prepping for
alloy welding instead of using MEK, and prepping for paint and gel coat repairs. Prep wipes
work like a magnet and once particles are in
the plastic cloth they do not come off. The
most unique features of the prep wipes are
that they change the contact surface angle of
the surface being prepared. What does this
mean? It simply allows resin, gel coat, paint
and even alloy welding to flow out on a perfectly clean and energised surface with no risk
of contaminates or fire hazards. Comes in a
dispenser canister, 100 count wipes.

Stripper
Surfasolve also has a bio-friendly stripper
that tackles resins, gel coats, paints, and
powder coating etc.

To take advantage of eliminating
Acetone/MEK or Tricoethylene
from your work environment
either call Dan Fray 0211991331
or email surfasolve@xtra.co.nz to
make an appointment.

Two young Auckland University
students are making their mark on
composites technology and military
applications.
Joel Lawson and David Hammond’s

Damage Detection and Characterisation for Advanced Composite
Aircraft has won the CANZ prize for
the outstanding final year project in
Composites for the University of
Auckland Mechanical Engineering
department.
Their project focused on nondestructive methods for detecting
Barely Visible Damage for the Defence Force’s new composite helicopters.
Key to their project being selected
and awarded the prize, they were able
to articulate the issues that they
encountered, identify the reasons for
those issues and alternative methods
of non-destructive detection for BVD
in carbon honeycomb panels.

ITO review
The NZ Marine Industry Training
Organisation is reviewing all marine
and composites qualifications in a
mandatory process.
Dr Louise Allen, Qualifications
Advisor for the ITO, says CANZ
members are valued stakeholders in
the process. She urges all members
to participate.
“The chief objective of this targeted review is to ensure that marine and composite qualifications
remain current and fit for purpose,”
she said.
For further information on how
you can become involved, please
contact Allen on 09 360 0056 or email: louise@bia.org.nz.

